Pedal To Heritage

A once in a lifetime experience in the streets of Jaipur with Le Tour De India.

Pedal to Heritage is a cycling tour to old city of Jaipur, which is a kind of culture connection, combined with traditional cuisine which will activate your taste buds, interaction with locals while visiting the beautifully decorated streets of Pink City.

Streets which are famous for their inherent culture and cuisine, the old Havelis and sacred Temples within the streets of walled city of Jaipur better known as pink city.

A once in a lifetime experience which is adventurous and shall make you see what one might miss out while in the ear.
Nahargarh Bicycle Expedition

Nahargarh Cycling Expedition

The Nahargarh fort which is at the height of above 700 meters from the sea level provides a panoramic view of the city and the Aravalli forests. Bike trip to the Nahargarh fort through the forest roads is a very challenging excursion.

Highlights –

- **The Adrenaline Rush**
  20 kilometers of cycling in the hills that feature a few hairpin curves and rolling switchbacks. An option to go off road through the canal road built in the 19th century.

- **The Birds of Nahargarh**
  On your way to the top enjoy the breeze and the music of various birds to spot like Peacocks, Parakeets (Indian parrot) and the Indian Roller etc.

- **Highest point in the City**
  Summit on the hill overlooking the city also catch the bird's eye view of the Man sagar lake. Watch the city being drenched in gold as the rising sun envelopes the walled city.
Wildlife Pedal Tour

Treasure Hunt in wilderness.
LETS COMBINE ADVENTURE WILDLIFE WITH TREASURE HUNT
- JUNGLE/TROPIC
- LANDSCAPES
- CYCLE EXPEDITION
- TREASURE HUNT
In downtown Jaipur, bustling with all kinds of wildlife – forest, wild animals, numerous species of birds, hillocks, ponds, one fortress specifically used for hunting long before this day.

Highlights –

- Put your imagination to work with this creatively challenging and exhilarating way to explore the vast wilderness of the Nahargarh Biological Park with an equally fun Treasure Hunt.
- Gear up your cycling muscles and get ready to burn some of that fat and spend a great time exploring with your family and friends in the wilderness.
- The Area is best representative of three eco-systems i.e. Aravalli Eco-system, Wet land Eco-system, and Desert Eco-system.
Village Cycle Safari

A buffalo herd wandered back from the fields, followed by women in brightly coloured saris, water gourd balanced on their elegant heads. Traveling on a bicycle is the perfect way to see Rajasthan and this back-road discovery takes us through barren desert and lush oasis to remote villages where traditional Rajasthani life continues, untouched by the outside world, as it has been for centuries.

Riding through beautiful villages of Rajasthan, enjoy and admire the landscape on two wheels with a mix of everything that India has to offer to a traveler.

Crossing some of the most beautiful landscapes in the heart of Rajasthan, riding along unexplored territory on country roads through the mustard fields with desert baronies on each side. An indigenous way of encasing the fields.
Sambhar Motorcycle Tour

Motorcycle Tour to Sambhar Lake
Put the metal to the pedal and throttle your way through the empty farmlands free of traffic and the chaos of the highway. Drop a gear across the Sambhar Lake and its barren wastelands to feel the power of riding offroads on this majestic vehicle.

Sambhar
Sambhar is the largest inland saltwater lake in India located about 100 kilometers from the Pink City, Jaipur. Apart from being one of the largest salt procuring reserves of India, Sambhar is very popular amongst travelers. We travel to this historic land on our Royal Enfield Bullet motorcycles which acts as a milestone in motorcycle diaries across the world on this one day motorcycle excursion.

Highlights
Lunch at Fort Samrua prepared in the royal kitchen.

200 kilometers of riding the country roads through villages give you an opportunity to share stories first hand with the natives.
Horse Back Safari

The Horse Safaris are usually conducted in the vicinity of Desert Wildlife, Hilly Terrain and Forested Rural areas near Jaipur. Riding along the Aravalli range through wildlife reserves and exploring open farm lands, past houses, temples, school villages through Horse back safari.

**Highlights**

The safari begins with a training session for beginners at a horse camp near Jaipur in open fields with well trained Marwari horses. There will be trained handlers to make sure that the guests are comfortable with the horses. The guests have a choice to make a night halt at the farm with barbeque and witness the traditional Rajasthani hospitality.

A 30km ride in the country side will be arranged for guests with prior horse riding experience. This is a unique opportunity for horse riding enthusiasts.
Rajasthan Bicycle Tour

Covering the incredible landscape of Rajasthan on two wheels is a heady mix of everything India has to offer to a traveller, majestic forts & palaces, magnificent "Havelis", village folk performing their arts, shifting sand dunes in the desert, vibrant cities full of colour, tradition and culturally rich people. Travelling through this "royal" state on a bicycle is an exhilarating experience.

We ride from village to village and meet local communities, witness the Thar desert and the varied landscapes that surround it, and visit beautiful cities like no other: the pink city of Jaipur, Venice of the Orient – Udaipur, the blue city of Jaipur, and the Rajasthan pearl – Jaisalmer, all hidden deep in the deserts.
Cycling Safari in the City of Lakes

The City of Lakes, Udaipur is one of the most romantic cities in the world and has also earned the sobriquet “Venice of the East”. The ride begins from the center of the old city and ride through colorful narrow lanes of Udaipur riding through the countryside and pedal through some of the most eye-catching landscapes as we spin across village fields letting the cold wind energize your mind and soul.

Highlights

- **Fatehsagar Lake**
  Colorful Fatehsagar Lake in the bright morning sun as we breathe in the soft breeze of the lake, get mesmerized by the beauty of the lake water sparkling with the morning sun.

- **ShilpGram**
  A village cooperative for the tribal and rural artisans to showcase their art.

- **Udaipur Country Side**
  Riding through the country roads crossing several seasonal waterfalls through tribal villages and tiny hamlets.
Sariska Bicycle Excursion

Bike Trip to Sariska National Park
An ultimate experience on bicycles across the Aravalli Range through the historic city of Naya and majestic grasslands of the Jamwa Valley. Scale the valleys into various switchbacks and gravel roads to reach the forests of Bhagarh and Sariska. Enjoy a wonderful wildlife safari in the Sariska National Park.

**Highlights –**

- **Ride back in time to Naya**
The architecture of the markets in Naya reminds you of the great bygone era. The Naya fort attracted the interests of former American President Bill Clinton who skipped the palaces of Jaipur and choose to stay here.

- **Decode the Mysteries at Bhangarh**
An ancient archaeological site as well as a haunt of the most haunted place in India, Bhangarh is home to the ancient ruins dating back to the 14th century.

- **Ride to remember in the woods**
Spread over an area of above 90 sq kilometers Sariska National Park is home to distinct range of species from wild dogs to Hyenas and wild boar, leopards and Tigers. The park houses 10th century medieval temples of Garh Rajgar.


Ride to Cow Rescue Center

Ride to Cow Rescue Center (Gaushala)
This day trip is a colorful way to discover Incredible India. An experience of riding on bicycles in the early hours of morning, pedaling away from the chaos of city.

The Gaushala at Rotwada
Urban population of the world is fighting over open spaces for public use, Indian villages from the likes of Rotwada, Jaipur stand tall as a great example of community service and individual participation. Gaushala is a kind of a rescue center for cattle, where all the rescued street cows are adopted and taken care of.

Highlights –

* What do we give?
A day of hard labor at the Gaushala that gives you a feeling of accomplishment when one relishes the fruit of animal serving.

* What we Gain?
A day fully utilized, an experience of Mother Nature, a satisfaction of contributing to the lives of less advantaged while enjoying every minute of the day, learning a few management mantra and a day to remember, a day worth mentioning in the pages of your diary.
Trail to Nahargarh

An adventure with wildlife in through a dense forest in the Aravalli range which is blessed with variety of flora and fauna, meeting shepherds, knowing their techniques, visiting some ruined hunting lodge and spiritual hermitage on the way, at last reach on top of the town at Nahargarh Fort where we can end up with a cool breeze blowing at its best.

Highlights

- Hiking for 3-4 hrs covering 8-9 kms uphill, seasonal rivers channels on arrival hill range.
- Well trained team of trackers having sound knowledge of jungle can modify level of tracking and route as per guest preference.
- Light Refreshments en-route in some ruined hunting lounge.
- Reach on top of Jaipur at Nahargarh Fort, one can enjoy breakfast at Padao, a restaurant on top of the hill with a beautiful view of city.
- Later can drive back to Jaipur by car at your own.
Suryanamaskar Jaipur

Yoga session in the Nahargarh Forests
The Nahargarh Forests are a well preserved forest area encompassing the historical city of Jaipur. This Yoga session is conducted in this picturesque landscape setting. The Lake Ramsar is also a great example of an ancient reservoir architecture. Suryanamaskar Jaipur is a beginner’s introduction to the Yoga lifestyle and the divine practice of Yoga.

Highlights

* Suryanamaskar
Suryanamaskar is a yoga salutation to the Sun combined with yogic asanas, it is believed that Suryanamaskar is an ancient way of absorbing mystical solar energies from the Sun god who is considered a deity in Hinduism.

* Venue: Nahargarh Biological Park
The Nahargarh Biological Park is a part of forest and wildlife conservation initiative by the Government of Rajasthan. It houses the Nahargarh Rescue Center for endangered species and various other historical structures like a 17th century hunting lodge popularly known as the Nahargarh. Also in the vicinity is the Ramsar Lake an ancient reservoir style lake built for water conservation in the area.
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